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Our company now has a professional manufacturer of the high-temperature resistant label,
thermometric, anti-static, waterproof, anti-counterfeiting, fragile paper, PVC, dumb silver dragon, UL
material, PP environmentally friendly synthetic paper, and various material self-adhesive labels. Our
company is engaged in multiple industrial labels and commercial labels, including medical labels,
cosmetic labels, food labels, electronic labels, 3M double-sided tape, 3M single-sided tape materials,
laser anti-counterfeiting labels, PVC labels, fragile labels, clothing tag inspection labels, Washing
labels, and other labels.
 

This Article Mainly Introduces the Thermometric Label
Why the thermometric Label now is trendy? And you can see many suppliers for the thermometric
Label on Amazon. And what is the thermometric Label? What is the application of a thermometric
Label? If you're in the market for thermometric Labels or are curious to find out more about them,
you're in the right place.
 

What is a Thermometric Label?
Thermometric labels are thermometric monitors consisting of small, heat-sensitive indicators sealed
under transparent, heat-resistant windows. They have advantages over other thermometric
monitoring solutions in that they don't require a power source to work and so can provide accurate
feedback in challenging circumstances. 
The labels allow you to quickly check if a product or area has been subjected to compromising
thermometric and so are sometimes used where perishable or sensitive materials are stored. They
are commonly found in pharmaceutical, food, and medical applications.
 

What Types of Thermometric Sensitive Labels Are There?
Reversible - reversible thermometric labels can change back and forth as needed to indicate the
present thermometric. One advantage of reversible tags is that they can be used over and over again.
Irreversible self-adhesive thermometric monitors consist of one or more heat-sensitive indicators
sealed under transparent, heat-resistant windows. The center of the indicator circles will turn black at
the thermometric ratings shown on the label, resulting in a one-time usage that indicates that the
specified thermometric has been reached.

https://sticker-paper.com/get-to-know-the-thermometric-label/
https://sticker-paper.com/temperature-indicator-sticker/


Features and Application Fields of the Thermometric Label:
High-temperature labels (also known as heat resistant labels or heatproof stickers) can withstand
temperatures of up to +388°C as well as chemical and solvent washes, ultrasonic cleaning, lead-free
soldering baths, reflow, and infrared ovens, etc.
They can be blank, partially printed, or fully printed with logos and text such as serial numbers,
barcodes, or batch numbers.
Properties of Thermometric Labels:
Heat resistant labels will have different properties depending on the combination of label material and
adhesive used, which will affect the characteristics of the Label and how it behaves under certain
conditions.
Some label materials can resist high temperatures for an extended period. In contrast, others can
only cope for shorter periods and the potential of there being multiple reheating cycles that occur.
The way the Label is printed on the material also has an effect. Thermal transfer ribbons need to be
precisely matched to the label material to ensure high durability.



The Following Tableware Application Fields of the
Thermometric Label:
Metal Coating
For decades, the metal coating industry has recognized the benefit of using a thermometric label to
verify that the metal running through their coating line is at the right temperature to cure properly. Also
commonly referred to as coil coating, the metal coating is a process critical to much of the metal used
in construction (roofing, walls, trim) and automotive applications, as well as the metal that goes into
producing equipment and consumer goods such as clothes washers and dryers. 
The use of precoated metal streamlines production and lowers costs. The term coil coating comes
from the large rolls or "coils" of sheet metal run on a coating line. A coating is applied to the metal's
surface, then heated to cure it before being cooled and rolled back up. This coated metal will then go
on to be used to manufacture a wide variety of products. Without thermometric labels, the coatings on
these metals could fail prematurely from improper curing temperature. A Thermo label temperature
label makes inexpensive insurance against costly coating failure.
Dishwasher Sanitation
Thermometric labels are a critical component of the food safety effort of any foodservice operation
using hot water sanitation dishwashers (the most common commercial dishwasher). Along with
restaurants, this includes other food service locations like schools, hospitals, and prisons. 
Any place that food is prepared or served needs thermometric labels to verify that the dishware and
food prep wares are properly sanitized. Failure to effectively sanitize can lead to the spread of
dangerous food-borne bacteria like E. coli, Staph and Listeria. The solution is to follow FDA Food
Code guidelines and always sanitize dishware to a surface temperature of 160F. Regularly checking
this with Thermo label temperature labels keeps people safe.
Food Manufacturing
Thermometric labels are used in many food and beverage production settings. The most frequently
encountered use for thermometric labels in producing the food we eat is related to keeping production
equipment clean and sanitized. The Clean In Place method or CIP is used to maintain clean and safe
food production equipment without the need for disassembly when cleaning. The interior surfaces of
transfer lines, storage tanks, mixers, and filling equipment are regularly cleaned and sanitized using
an automated CIP system. 



The multi-step process involves alternating cleaner, sanitizer, and freshwater to clean, sanitize and
rinse the surfaces that food contacts. Thermometric labels are used in making certain that the
surfaces being cleaned have reached the full temperature needed for the cleaning to be effective. 
The thermometric labels are not simply applied at one point on the food lines. It is typical for
thermometric labels to be applied at a variety of locations on the food processing equipment.
Placement often includes points that are the longest distance from the CIP equipment because the
temperature of the cleaning solution will drop as it gets farther away from its source. Putting
thermometric labels at the furthest point in the food processing system ensures that the entirety of the
equipment has been cleaned correctly.

Advantages of the Thermometric Label:
There are many uses for thermometric Label including PCB identification, PCB tracks, component
identification, switches and sensors, high-temperature manufacturing process, lead-free soldering
baths, reflow, and infrared ovens, and electronics components identification.
In conclusion, if you are interested in thermometric Labels and want to know more about
thermometric Labels or purchase thermometric Labels, please contact us.


